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Gonzo is here to bring you the best wines possible, made from the best
vineyards growing interesting fruit, packaged in a uniquely old-school way -
bring on the cask, the bag in box, the goon.

Started in 2018, Gonzo eschews environmentally damaging, heavy glass
bottles, with the aim to bring the best quality wines we can to more people
around the world.

We are based in Melbourne, Australia, but work with vineyards across South
Australia, focusing on Mediterranean varieties grown sustainably, and
making the wines in Tanunda, South Australia with our friends at Bethany.

Our range of wines are perfect for those running a small bar, wine-focused
venues, and of course the home drinker. They are equally at home being
used as 'lifestyle' wines in the park, camping, hiking, the backyard or the
dinner table with good friends.

NOT YOUR
ORDINARY
WINERY

GVW



THE FUTURE OF
THE
ENVIRONMENT

Based off the data,
cask wines help us
reduce our carbon
footprint

The weight of glass makes shipping
costs blow out
Increases the weight of freight and
burns more diesel
Glass bottles are awkward to package
and ship
Breakages occur, often meaning the
entire pallet needs to be discarded
Cask wines reduce the weight by 93%
Post consumer waste is greatly
reduced with cask wines
Glass around the world often ends up
un landfill due to the expense of
recycling glass, and the issues with
breakages in the chain of logistics

GLASS is the wine industry's dirty secret when it comes to

environmentalism and carbon footprint. Although we try our

hardest to farm responsibly and make wines without synthetic

additives, the packaging is the final piece of the puzzle.

The energy consumption of glass
production, versus the production of
cask wine packaging is immense.
Glass manufacturing releases toxic
fumes and gases into the environment
The energy needed to ship the
packaging around the world is fa
greater for heavy glass bottles
Even though the bladder of the cask is
plastic, the benefit of the packaging still
far outweighs the use of glass
With 90% of wine made and drunk in on
year, and 99% drunk in 5 years, there is
very little benefit of glass over bag in
box packaging

GVW
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winery:

VINTAGE:

cuvee:

VARIETY:

VINEYARD:

SKIN CONTACT TIME:

FILTRATION/FINING:

PRESERVATIVES:

OAK:

ALCOHOL:

vEGAN:

sHELF lIFE:

GONZO VINO

2023

crystal healing

RIESLING

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED 1990

9 DAYS

FILTERED

SO2

NO

9.7%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
2023 WAS A STRONG YEAR FOR RIESLING, GIVING
GREAT FRESHNESS AND ACIDITY. tHE NUMBERS
LOOKED AWESOME IN THE VINEYARD, AND  TO GIVE
THE WINE SOME DEPTH AND CHARACTER, WE
MACERATED ON SKINS FOR 9 DAYS. 

tHE WINE DOESN'T GO THROUGH MALO, AND IS
FILTERED FOR FREHSNESS, BUT THE RESULT IS A
CRYSTALLINE WINE WITH AN INTESITY NOT SEEN
FROM RIVERLAND RIESLING, DUE TO THE WINERY
HANDLING.

vINEYARD AGE IS PLAYING A STRONG ROLE HERE,
WITH 33 YEAR OLD VINES GIVING COMPLEXITY AND
POWER.
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pyrrho

CHARDONNAY

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED 1990 

10 DAYS

FILTERED

SO2

NO

11.1%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
tHE CHARDONNAY PERFORMED REALLY WELL IN 2023.  
SEASON GAVE US REALLY NICE ACIDITY AND A
BALANCED fruit-weight due to the long cool
growing conditions

tHE fruit was destemmed and crushed, left to
rest on skins for 10 days where it bloomed into
a fleshy, rich, stone fruit dominant wine. 

Malo was halted to ensure the natural acidity
was retained, and the wine rested on gross
lees for 9 months before being racked off and
filtered prior to packaging
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le freak

zibbibo

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED  1963

35 DAYS

FILTERED

SO2

NO

11%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
zibbibo is an absolute fan favourite of the
vineyard, winery and sales team. It's seductive,
exotic profile is unlike anything else on the
market, it's hard to ignore. 

A special site of zibbibo is used for this wine,
planted in 1963, tended by hand pruning and
hand picking, cover cropping in the rows and
strong attention to detail. 

Extended skin maceration is the key here, 35
days, to bring out the natural ginger,
lemongrass and peach characters. The skins
also bring a decent level of phenolic ripeness to
the palate, and a super bright natural acid
line is there to balance. 
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heterodox

fiano

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED  2010

 8 DAYS

FILTERED

SO2

NO

10.2%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
After an incredibly difficult 2022 and losing
almost all the fiano to hail, 2023 is very
welcome. 

Hand picked fruit from a 13 year old site,
tended to with Certified sustainable growing
practices. we hand picked this one, and were
blown away by the numbers in the vineyard:
super high natural acidity, super low ph and a
nice balance of fruit flavour. 

The result is a delicious, textural and mineral
dominant fiano, with signature pithy
grapefruit and melon. 

No malo, plenty of time on lees to bring
weight, but low alcohol and a filtration give
it freshness for days.
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get a grip

vermentino

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED  2010

 8 DAYS

FILTERED

SO2

NO

10.5%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
vermentino is an absolute stalwart of the line
up for us here at gonzo. The wine is received
every year with such eagerness, it sells out in
months.

The key to making vermentino seductive lies in
the massive, golden berries, the skins, and the
patience in the cellar. 

Macerated for 8 days, rested on lees for 9
months, and racked clean. The result is a
tropical, mouth-filling wine with lashings of
apricot creamsicle, ginger spice and lemongrass.

The palate is nice and weighty, holds an
electrically charged  
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house party white

chardonnay / riesling / Vermentino

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED 2010/1963

 2 weeks DAYS

FILTERED

SO2

100% old french oak - 9 months

10.4%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
This is the first blend made by us here at
gonzo, and what a freaking belter it turned
out to be. 

One thing we hate, is waste. so when pressing
the fruit this year, instead of taking the
good stuff and dumping the rest of the press,
we took the pressings of chardy, vermentino
and riesling, barreled them up and stuck them
in a dark corner of the winery for 9 months.

This wine is awesome. its got the amazing
tropical notes of vermentino, the lightning of
riesling and weight of chardy. The only sad
part is the lack of quantity. 

A seriously fun, delicious and seductive wine. 
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throw shade

cabernet sauvingon / riesling

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED 1990/1963

  direct pressed cabernet

FILTERED

SO2

no

12.7%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
Rose has gone through so many fashion trends
in just a few years, but our version, 'throw
shade', remains pretty much the same each
year. 

The bulk is made using 33 year old cabernet
vines, farmed sustainably, and direct-pressing
the fruit to get a nice, salmon-pink rose.
There's obvious cabernet characters here, with
juicy red jubes and green spice, but to sharpen
up the edges, we threw a touch of the riesling
in for good measure. THis had brought the wine
in a laser-like focus. 

Just like 2022, there is a real shortage of rose
this year, but what we did make is psycho. 
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splishy splashy

tinta barocca

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED 2016

11 days

none

SO2

no

13.2%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
A real outlier of a variety, tinta barocca
usually has its home in Portugal and making up
the bulk of blends. 

planted in 2016, this vineyard is loving its home
in the Riverland. Its incredibly receptive to
warm weather, sunshine and red earth.
conversely, in a cooler year like 2023, the wines
are still rich and plummy, but the dusty, soft
tannin is more pronounced. 

This is one of our most sought after wines.
its marked as 'chillable', because its so damned
delicious when its from the fridge, or cooled
before hitting the park. 

Expect red plum, pomegranate, papery dusty
tannin and bright acidity.
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soul control

Mataro

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED 1980

10 days

none

SO2

no

12.3%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
After losing all the mataro to freak hail (3
times) in 2022, its been 2 years since we have
had any mataro in the winery. 

Made to be the antithesis of aussie mataro, we
want bright redcurrants, cherry, chalky,
chewy tannins and a sinewy fresh palate. None
of these over-extracted, old school
monstrosities for us, thanks.

Picked, destemmed and crushed, left to hang
out with some cap work once a day to extract
for just 10 days has helped us achieve the goal.
Insanely bright, slightly bloody and ferrous,
and packed with wild berry.

Throw it in the fridge, or drink it whilst
whipping up a pasta on a Monday night. yes.
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shadows in polygon

grenache

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED 1950

10 days

none

SO2

no

13.4%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
what was the world doing in 1950? well,
someone was planting this grenache vineyard,
and now, 73 years later, you're drinking wine
from their hard work and foresight.

what a gem of wine this vineyard makes. we
caress this through the winery so gently, it
could almost be posed as a heavy rose.
Definitely made to be in the chillable vein, its
packed with raspberries, yellow plums, powerful
palate-weight and just the right amount of
tannin. 

a real rarity to see a vineyard of this age
survive in the riverland. Its an outlier that
we are so happy to be able to make and too
drink.
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schism

petit verdot

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED 1990

9 days

none

SO2

no

13.2%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
petit verdot is not known for being made and
drunk as a single variety wine. This is mostly
due to its brutish nature of immense tannin,
alcohol and fruit presence. 

After our first vintage working with it in
2022, we doubled down for the new release of
2023 and made it nice. Its still 100% petit
verdot, and its DNA shows: blackcurrant, plum,
cedar, tobacco and baking spices. 

A short maceration time helps to keep things
in line, eschewing oak keeps freshness, and
picking really early makes sure there's amazing
brightness in the wine. 

ONe for those who love a big red, without the
big red.
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boomer juice

cabernet sauvignon

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED 1990

11 days

none

SO2

no

10.2%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
Boomer Juice cabernet is back for another
vintage. 2023 is just as good as the last, with
a little more richness and power behind the
herby spice line. 

Picking this really early in the season means
the alcohol levels are nice and low, the
freshness and hard green tannins are poking
through, but the soft pressing of the fruit in
the winery allow the bright redcurrant and
pomegranate flavours to really shine on. 

Keeping oak away from this wine is paramount
to its success. it means it can be drunk from
the fridge as a chilled style, or load up the
glass fire-side.
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holy roller red

tinta barocca / mataro / grenache 

RICCA TERRA FARMS - PLANTED 96/80/50

9-12 days

none

SO2

100% old french oak - 9 months

12.5%

YES

6- 8 WEEKS ONCE OPENED

NOTES
alongside our first white blend, comes our
first red blend. made to be an ode to turning
water into wine, the most holy of bloods... the
holy roller red is made to be an evangelical
preacher of the loudest order. 

made with pressings of our seriously delicious
old-vine varieties, its showing a dynamic pallet
of blackberry, cocoa, baking spice, leather and
tobacco, with a hefty lick of tannin and
savoury grip.

There's such a small quantity of this wine
made, but the drinkability is just too good. 
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15/180 Fairbairn Road, 
Sunshine West 3020
Victoria, Australia

www.gonzovino.com
wine@gonzovino.com
@gonzo_vino


